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THE PROPHET OFFICE 
 

The Prophet’s Spirit - Part Two 
 
THIS DETAIL WAS GIVEN TO THE SERVANT FROM THE GREAT WAY KING 
JESUS. SEERSGATE IS LEADING: 
 
Many are truly searching for a real plan, to move in hearing from the One True God, yet 
they don’t know where to move in drinking His will. People say there cannot be any 
servants such as true prophets to the Great Way due to the Holy Spirit living in each true 
Kingdom citizen. So, why would there be a need for true prophets who speak the will of 
the One True God if all who follow the Great Way can move in hearing the King’s voice 
at any time? 
 

WHY HAVE THE PROPHET OFFICE? 
 

So, what is the true purpose of this office? We still have the others in place, referring to 
the offices in the five-fold detail. Would there be a need still in this way, to need a true 
prophet in your church way and even in the government of your nation? Wouldn’t it be a 
good will to know what a great God is speaking concerning the details relating to you, 
your house, and your nation?  
 
With so many saying they truly are a Kingdom citizen, why is there such great division in 
the Body of God? Shouldn’t there be a unity? Shouldn’t there be a moving, where all in 
God’s family receive the same will concerning the basics in the stewarding will in the basic 
will in church honor and have a firm structure based on a working relationship with the 
Great Holy Spirit, to move in doing the will of the Great King as He would will? If the plan 
is a confused moving even in the stewarding details in church dynamics, what would be 
said concerning hearing from God in dealing with Satan and the demons that move to 
destroy the church way in the people who say they serve the Great Way King Jesus?  
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Shouldn’t there be a way to know if the One True God is truly speaking? Shouldn’t a way 
be given to place a way to govern prophetics in the Church? How can one group of so-
called Christians take a doctrine that is against the One True God and make it a practice 
that has a firm root in their dealings? Shouldn’t that raise a few questions concerning the 
church way—to move to embrace a sin as a way to live to be accepted by the moving of 
the day? 
 
People can have their own way to view the One True God based on the plan that they 
live, but it still will not change who God truly is in His nature. If God took on the nature 
of a democratic system or Republican or Parliament or any other earthly governing will, 
He would cease to be His true nature.  
 
So, what people would truly rather do is make a god that is their way of viewing the One 
True God. In that plan, they have created their own idol—to have it take a place as the 
One True Detail so they would have no way to be given a judgment for moving against 
His nature; for if there truly is a standard to live by, where we worship God in spirit and 
in truth, most would need to be stripped, in spiritual terms, to remove the filth they carry 
from being in a blended way with the worldview instead of the One True God. 
 
People would turn to the Scriptures to make them move to reflect what they would need 
at that moment. They would take people-specific details to claim it as a promise for their 
way. People would break a will with the Great King and still expect Him to overlook it. 
They have used the grace detail as a cover to do details that are detestable in the sight 
of Jehovah God. The earth is in need of a major refining detail that will take way in the 
Great King’s plan.  
 
But at this moment, the One True God is calling for a major will in the way to be 
embraced, to bring a major detail in reforming the Church way in the earth, to move to 
prepare His people for His return to this earth. People think they can win a great harvest 
by moving as the ones they want to reach on the earth. People must truly think that God 
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is like a person who is a detail to use and abuse, to get Him to move in their way with 
the people.   
 
What is the purpose of prophets in this detail? With so many people thinking they hear 
from the One True God, how can one be sure they would truly need that office? Prophets 
must have a place in every realm and sphere in the earth. They must be in a way to be 
in a detail to gauge what is moving in the unseen, with a way in deeper accuracy.  
 
It is said this way due to the will that even a true servant can turn to go into serving 
Satan, the enemy of the Great Way King Jesus. And when this takes place, that prophet 
will no longer drink from God’s house in His wisdom; and that prophet will need to drink 
from demons to continue to give an impression to make it seem as if they truly hear from 
the One True God.  
 
That’s why both those who serve the Great Way and those who serve Satan are called 
prophets, but the prophets who serve the Lord Most High will gather their information 
from secret meetings with the Great Way King Jesus and will give the will way into the 
earth as He would will in each detail.  
 

HOW TO GAUGE A MESSAGE 
 

The message can have a nice tone to it, and it can have a way to bring the hearer a great 
way to be joyful. It may even be a way to bring great sadness. But one must not gauge 
any detail based on the way what is said makes you feel. Does it, first, move against 
Scripture? Does it move against God’s written will in His Word? Does the message lift up 
the person’s way in pleasing the flesh? Does the message bring dishonor to the Great 
Way King Jesus, or does it glorify our Great King?  
 
Does the message make you move into a way to give your way in a true repentance, or 
does it make it seem as if you don’t need God to help you? Does it lift up Satan as a 
lowercase god, or does it place him in his place, as should be? Does the message preach 
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the Good News of King Jesus, or does it make a mockery in the way the King shed His 
blood for our sins? Does the message bring a way to give you a will and have you see 
that it stems from the Great Way, or does it move in a deep will to be a human will?  
 
Even with the messenger: what spirit moves in bringing that way in that person? Are they 
willing to be tested as to the way they move in dealing with King Jesus? Are they able to 
confess that King Jesus is their Lord and Savior, who came in earthly form, who took 
upon Himself the sins of the world—to bring a way for each to receive eternal life? Will 
they confess that King Jesus is truly the Way, the Truth, the Life, and the only Son of 
God? Will they willingly say that King Jesus is God?  
 
Look at where the message flows from: What fruit is the prophet moving in to embrace? 
Is their plan to truly build the King’s Kingdom, or is it truly to build their own empire while 
using the King’s provision to do so? This has nothing to do with money, for both the rich 
and the poor can move to build their own personal empire.  
 
You must have a way to gauge a true message, and it has been in place in true prophetics 
that there is a chief prophetic leader, who is with a team, to move in gauging a work 
detail, to keep a devil-influence from moving into your church gathering. When there is 
no prophet, you should move to place a gatekeeper that has a seer gift or a way in deep 
intercession that will curve the movings of Satan in your church gathering.  
 
Do not look to getting those who would seem to be filled with the Great Holy Spirit just 
by how loud they pray or by how many words they speak. Look with the Great King’s 
Spirit to discern who should move to cover you and your church gathering. Intercessors 
are good, but I would move to highly suggest a servant with spiritual licenses that can 
move under God’s authority in a church setting to bring a shift into the movings, as there 
will be many details where witches and rebels will move to try to bring a distraction and 
move to stop the work so they would bring a break in the church way with the Great 
King.  
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THE MANTLE OF A TRUE PROPHET 
 

Church pastors are afraid of losing their authority in which most do not currently move in 
this day. This is a plan to keep a church from moving forward, where that leader doesn’t 
want to get a prophet to give a true gauge in the spiritual moving that they drink in that 
will. It’s not that the church leader is ignorant: It is to learn to work with the servant that 
the Great Way would have in place, to bring a release that is only given in that servant’s 
mantle. Each prophet moves to wear a spiritual way to do their work in God’s Kingdom 
through earthly details. And in each mantle, there lies a great deal in wealth and power 
to use based on the sphere of influence given to that servant for that particular detail.  
 
This spiritual way on each true servant is called a mantle, and mantles have been in place 
since the first prophet in the earth way: It is to show the unseen who that person really 
moves as; it holds their full way as a prophet to the Lord Most High. Prophets of old wore 
clothing to give a way for people to know what sort of servant they moved as, but in 
today’s churches, there are few servants who would move to wear any detail to look as 
if they came from the wilderness or some other will in showing the harshness of the 
message they will deliver.  
 
The power is in the empowerment that comes in a direct transfer to the servant through 
a chosen vessel of the Great Way King Jesus. Prophets will be given a calling through the 
Great Way in dreams and visions, to awaken their prophet’s spirit to move to embrace 
the new way, yet the Great King may place another human over that novice, to work the 
prophet into learning their new way, to have them move into a deep detail in learning 
the position in their sphere of influence.  
 
As for others: The Great King may train that novice with no other human in that plan to 
mentor him or her and will choose to take that person into a major stripping of will, to 
make a vessel that can be filled with His pure will—to be fearless, and to deliver the 
message with a plan to place the Great King’s will in first movings—regardless of who it 
is intended, to move to be a servant who can be fully trusted with God’s secrets.  
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That is truly a prophet’s way with the Creator of the universe, for the Great Detail only 
first reveals the plan to His servants the prophets before He will move to do any detail. 
Since the One True God gives a will first to His servants to speak into the earth way, 
wouldn’t there be great wisdom to put in place a true servant to work with you so they 
would give a will from the King, to give a good moving in keeping those with you safer 
than with no plan? Purpose must be made clear.  
 
Servants are not those who are given only to move in the gift of prophecy, where they 
say a word of comfort to build and edify the Body of the Way Jesus. Those who move in 
giving prophetic words will not necessarily move in being a prophet in the office. There 
is great confusion in the Body, to move in placing any who can say a word, in a place to 
steer a church gathering. Gauge what is being done to shift and change the details in 
your church body.  
 

HOW A MESSAGE COMES INTO THE NATURAL 
 

Now have a way to look at what takes place as a true servant of the Great Way gives a 
true message. Look with your spirit and move to embrace: Words can take shape in the 
unseen, to move in bringing either death or life. This is moving in each person this day, 
for life and death is in the power of your tongue.  
 
Now imagine a prophet who is given a plan to bring a shift into your way or your church 
or your government. Now, they will have a certain way to bring the Great King’s will into 
the earth through a moving to release His will in the way He would will, whether in a 
message—written or spoken—whether in a way with music, arts, or other forms of 
projecting.  
 
The prophet shall move in using the mantle to invoke the Great King. That will get His 
attention to note a way that is given for the servant to move to release and shall move 
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to push it with His great power and will use the angelic host to move to place the plan 
into effect in the earth.  
 
There must be a true detail given for the prophet to move on that will, to invoke the 
Great King to move on that servant’s behalf, to back up that plan, to cause that word to 
take shape that would bring major shifts and changes into the earth way. Most people 
only move in barely being able to get their own way in a plan to maybe read a chapter 
in a week, or maybe they may speak with God at the dinner table to say a ritual that has 
no meaning.  
 
Most will not have to deal with a major stripping of their own way, to move in fully 
embracing the King’s will in complete allegiance as an official in His government that is 
in a more real way than any earthly detail. Most will not be able to stand losing all they 
hold dear, to move in placing the Great God over their full way, where nothing and no 
one is of greater weight in their will.  
 
Most will truly be too afraid to learn to deal with the unseen way or to deal with true 
details that are a major infestation in the church that must be removed. Most cater to 
details of the way the people view them and would hate to make any dislike them or 
speak ill will of them. 
 
There is a holy fear in a true servant. There is purpose burned within them to place God 
as their only God, in fear of being removed from that plan in service to the Great King. 
Prophets must truly submit to the order of church details where they are under that detail. 
There cannot be two leaders overtaking each other. The prophet must work along with 
the leader they submit to.  
 

HOW I ENGAGE CHURCH PASTORS 
 

As a servant with a world-level calling, when I go to deal with any leader, I have to 
respect the office and not usurp the leader in that detail. For example, if the Great King 
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gives me a message to give to a local church in the local plan for that way, if I tell the 
church leader that God has a will to speak but the will in the leader will not move to allow 
me to speak, there is no will given for the servant to over-will and move to give a will in 
moving to speak when the leader says “No.”  
 
It’s a way of protocol, as in any other detail, but I have to move in full intention to give 
the King’s will in each detail and wait for His instructions if the hearer chooses not to 
embrace the plan. Do you see it, young prophets? Do you see it, church leaders? There 
is no need to move in any fear of losing your way if you yield to embrace God’s will for a 
way to bring a detail into view. 
 
Prophets will move in seeing a new plan as given in the King’s will. They have a way to 
filter and remove, in detail, through a steady stream, as based for their post of that 
sphere in the way to influence. Since the devil can send his workers into churches to 
move in filling it with his way, shouldn’t there be a way to filter through a spiritual dealing, 
to move in removing those in that way who are sent to bring a harm to the church detail?  
 
Here is where a very important point must be considered: Are the leaders in the plan 
truly hearing God’s will? For if they move in doing their own way, they will move against 
any who are truly in place to bring the will of the Great King; and that is moving in dealing 
with any who work with the main leader in a gathering of any detail.  
 

A NATION UNDER A TRUE SERVANT: A STEERING DETAIL 
 

Now, let’s switch to viewing how a nation is in a way to be ruled by the people. What will 
take way if the people move in doing what they would will, even with a true servant over 
that nation? How can the servant serve the nation as the Great Way would lead if the 
nation moves in doing what those under the leader would bring them in each detail?  
 
Shouldn’t the leader move in a way to govern the people in a way to give them the King’s 
will and not what they think will be good for the plan in serving the nation? So many 
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move in thinking their opinion should count. What is the Great King’s will in what you 
move in stewarding in His name? Shouldn’t the Head have the “last say,” so to speak, 
where you would submit in following King Jesus and what He would will?  
 
Then, to move in this Kingdom plan would be to surrender and to follow King Jesus as 
He would lead in each detail. Most say they will follow and will obey, yet they can’t even 
submit to the order in the home or in the church way under their given authority. Most 
say they will listen and obey, yet there is deep rebellion against their nation’s leader; for 
shouldn’t there be a will to submit to any authority, as all have been placed there by the 
Great King, as Scripture states?  
 
It doesn’t mean you will embrace earthly movings to sin against God whether in your 
neighborhood or in the nation as a whole, but it shall be where you will view the authority 
in place that can only be changed in God’s plan as you drink the will of the Great King. 
Shouldn’t all leaders have a way to be in place at the Great King’s will and be given a 
proper appointment by a true servant who will move to activate the authority in the Great 
King’s will for service over what is given to steward? 
 
People: take a look at the way things move in God’s Kingdom versus earthly details. The 
plan is to move in bringing a Kingdom influence into each realm and sphere in the earth 
so that it will take on the governing will of the Great King Himself. No one likes to be told 
they have to submit if they think their opinion should move to change things. That is truly 
not a Kingdom thought, for in the King’s will, He will hear your petitioning will, yet it is 
still the King’s will that will be implemented into the earth way.  
 
Even Satan has to submit to the One True God in any way the Great King moves in the 
earth. This is why there is great power in authority that is placed in the name of King 
Jesus that is given in moving to use His name in a detail where you truly know the King 
in a way in giving Him your will in service, where you tell Him to live within and be your 
Savior, Lord, and One True God.  
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Even Satan knows of authority given in God’s servants, as they are given a place to move 
in doing their purpose in the Great King’s will. It is then the human who must choose to 
submit in God’s plan in moving to flow with the Great Way, in moving with His Spirit to 
accomplish those details in the earth way, to reflect Heaven, as in a plan in the very 
beginning. This way is truly to move in governing the earth in a way to be in fellowship 
with the Creator, who gave it to humans to steward in the past.  
 
Take a look at what is truly moving, for most in the church way are truly afraid to even 
speak of demons or dealing with Satan. There is even a plan that the church uses to keep 
the Great Way from speaking into services due to fear of false prophets. They have turned 
to the devil for a drink in spiritual details, hoping that they are moving in a good way.  
 
Churches will copy other churches as if they are to move in the same way. With no true 
leading, they will turn to what the people will turn to and say they need. Shouldn’t there 
be a way to know what is needed for that work way? There truly is, and one can have a 
true will in God’s plan through a detail, where they will seek the Great Way King Jesus in 
each detail before doing any will. 
 
Imagine what will take place if a nation turns to do what a real God would say? What will 
take place if a nation has a true servant steering the details and moving with the nation’s 
leader in bringing a Kingdom will into the earth way? What would happen if a nation 
decided to move in unity to serve the One True God in their laws and governing will and 
would move in a deep connection with a Great Planner to lead them?  
 
The Great Planner refers to King Jesus. What would take way would be a nation following 
a major God’s plan to move in infiltrating the King’s will into the earth way, to bring a 
real change into the nation, its people, as well as those they move to interact with. What 
lowercase god would move in being able to stop a moving that is in place by the Creator 
of the universe? None.  
 


